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For centuries astrology was called “The Queen of Science” as its profound
wisdom about the essence of life is a key to life itself. It is based on the
observation of nature, her rhythms and cycles combinded with the journey our
lights, Sun and Moon, and our planets. Practiced for over 8000 years Astrology
has long become a ‘science’ of observation and correlation. As cultures evolved,
so did the art of interpreting the heavenly symbolism and after the emergence of
Freud and Jung, astrology entered a level of individual chart interpretation, which
had before then only been reserved for the most privileged of leaders, kings and
queens.
When the ‘70s brought not only gender liberation but also ancient Eastern
mythology and wisdom to our Western cultures, Evolutionary Astrology was born
shortly after. Evolutionary Astrology views the birth horoscope as the reflection
of the unchangeable past. Meaning that what the soul has already experienced
and been in previous lives which serves in this life as the magnetism for the
parental and social imprint. Subconscious memories of the current personality,
which provide a sense of familiarity of emotional safety, are all found within the
chart. Evolutionary Astrology allows us to read the individual karmic and
evoltuionary intention for this current life and unveils a personally designed map
of how to achieve your soul’s purpose harmoniously by living in alignment with
one’s inner nature, and making good use of one’s gifts, talents and abilities.
As in every language, Astrology has a vocabulary, which in Evolutionary
Astrology is “astro-logically” based on the elements and qualities and Yin/Yangcharge of the signs. Every sing is ruled by a planet, which carries the same
archetypal energies that are taught in profound detail by Ulrich Bold’s class
“Journey through the Zodiac” (part of the complete 26 DVD-Course that is finally
available) and sequences can be viewed on YouTube under “Evolutionary
Astrology”.
Learning these archetypal keywords of the signs, planets and houses is the
beginning of an inner journey, contemplating and seeing life from a different,
more holistic and natural perspective. Profound insights about life, its dynamics,
Its vital and vituous nature are just some of the gifts of Evolutionary Astrology.
The DVDs provide simple techniques of building “Meaningful Sentences” and
applying either classical chart analyses or interpretation rules to detect dynamics
of previous lives in any given natal chart. The results are a personal orientation
and understanding of one’s current life, for you, your family and friends, and
perhaps even potential clients. Ulrich Bold’s DVD Course is truly enriching. His
fresh and clear way of bringing his message and knowledge across makes
studying astrology bot easy and joyful. But be careful – as this course will
expand your horizons in every Direktion, it will also change your life.
The 26-part DVD Basic Course in Evolutionary Astrology is available exclusively
through www.AstroBold.com. It can be shipped to your, right to your door.
Having the whole course of 26 DVDs allows you to learn at your own pace,
repeat lessons and stop-and-start as you wish. As a bonus, you can additionally
purchase a personal Correspondence Course with Ulrich Bold, allowing you
during your home studies to be in personal email contact with Ulrich, being able
to ask questions, work on assignments and take part in tests. You can reach your

astrological goals and, if you wish, register for the examination leading to the
title of “Certified Evolutionary Astrologer”.
Evolutionary Astrology focuses on the soul’s evolution its core dynamics for the
current life relative to abilities, potential, fears and karmic issues coming from
previous lifetimes. A wholistic and deep understanding of one’s current life can
be embraced through Evolutionary Astrology. It provides insights “who you are”
and “why you are the way you are”. Evolutionary Astrology is for those
interested in voyaging into a deeper understanding of the soul’s purpose.
To find out more, please visit www.ulrichbold.com and check out “Evolutionary
Astrology”, “Readings” and/or the “Event/Calendar” to find out, where and when
Ulrich is offering his services. On YouTube under “Evolutionary Astrology” you
can watch segments of the course in Evolutionary Astrology. The course is
available as a complete set of 26 DVDs or in diverse “bundles”, like “Introduction
– Signs, Planets, Houses”, “Journey through the Zodiac” or “Retrograde Planets”
or “Rules of Evolutionary Chart Interpretation”.

